September 24, 2019

Tom Campbell, Thomas.Campbell@myFloridalicense.com
Moe Madani, Mo.Madani@myFloridalicense.com

Re: Talking points regarding the 7th Edition Building Codes update, so far.

- Critique from Stakeholders on how process honored the Legislative intent.

- First step was blinded by the “are needed to accommodate the specific needs of the state” test. This caused most Model Code amendments to be “dropped”.

- Second step was burdened by requiring the public to re-create the Model Code amendments to fit our process. This caused items to be missed and duplicated.

- Tracking should be in Code, Chapter and Section order.

- Is being treating as technical amendments the correct way to handle the most current model code updates?

- We have left behind many enhancements from the Model Codes which puts the Florida Construction/Development Industry in an inferior position.

- Is there a way to pause the process and retrieve/review “left behind” modifications?